THE COAST
OF UTOPIA
On a pristine stretch of Mexico’s Pacific shore—a ravishing setting for
Andreea Diaconu to model the latest spring fashion—the Brignone family
has created Costa Careyes, a whimsical refuge overflowing with art,
architecture and their own glamorous vision for an idealized community.
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INTO THE MYSTIC
Diaconu catches the
breeze in Careyes, where
patriarch Gian Franco
Brignone established
a retreat in the late
1960s, now home to a
network of private villas,
art installations and
philanthropic endeavors.
Sportmax dress and vest.

A

T COSTA CAREYES, A FANTASTICAL
REALM OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE
ON MEXICO’S PACIFIC COAST, THE
BRIGNONE FAMILY FONDLY REMEMBERS
the days when pages of Playboy magazine served as
currency. Back in the 1970s, local fishermen would row
from their trawlers to the beach with a crate full of
live shrimp and proceed to barter for erotica with the
Italian family, who were then living in rustic isolation
by the sands. “Three pages of Playboy was the going
rate for an entire crate,” explains Filippo Brignone,
now in his early fifties. “And a few coconuts.”
There has always been an unruly energy to Careyes,
a wild expanse of Mexican coastline that emerged
over the last 45 years as one of the world’s most
eccentric and glamorous refuges. Luxury outposts in
remote locations are now a staple of five-star travel,
but Careyes was a pioneer in the field, conceived on a
scale impossible to imagine today. In 1968, the family patriarch, Gian Franco Brignone, a bon vivant
banker and real estate developer from Turin, flew
to an area south of Puerto Vallarta in a light aircraft
and was astonished to spot an uninhabited stretch
of beach and reef-fringed islands, all with a glorious
mountain backdrop. Without even setting foot on
shore, he decided to purchase almost nine miles of
the dreamlike coastline, wiring $2 million to a local
friend’s bank account. Soon European aristocrats,
British billionaires and South American playboys
were his paying guests. Careyes is now renowned for
its 50 architecturally inventive villas, some clinging
dramatically to cliff edges, others appointing majestic headlands. They resemble site-specific sculptures
more than residences—a creative composite using
the palm roofs of the Pacific’s traditional open-air
palapas, voluptuous stucco curves painted in warm
Mexican colors and infinity pools.
Also hidden discreetly around the site’s 2,000-odd
acres are some 30 casitas for rent, three beachside
bungalows and a boutique hotel that is being converted into apartments for artists. In 2013, the
family’s foundation began coordinating its environmental, arts and educational programs for the local
community, which has slowly grown over the years.
But the Brignones take pride that Careyes still captivates visitors with ample sunshine, fresh food and
good company, just as it did during its rough-andtumble start. The older son, Giorgio, explains, “To
us, the greatest compliment is when a guest comes
back after 40 years and says, ‘Oh my God, this hasn’t
changed!’ Things are always evolving, but the spirit
stays the same.”
It’s not hard to imagine the days of the Playboy
economy, as you sit in Careyes’s small beachside restaurant at the Playa Rosa sampling seafood that was
plucked from the waves only hours before, while
being lulled by the rhythmic crash of surf just feet
away. The patriarch, Gian Franco, might be 87, but he
is still trim and active, sporting a straw hat and a permanent grin of contentment. Flanked by a Brazilian
girlfriend who is more than four decades his junior

to go up, the second is for extraterrestrials to come
down,” explains Gian Franco gleefully. A bottle of
tequila is affixed to the top rung as a greeting to the
descending gods. Almost as surreal is stumbling
across a perfectly groomed polo field surrounded by
dense jungle, where every winter players from Europe
and throughout Latin America are lured to compete.
(“Mexico has a huge horse culture,” says Giorgio, who
is the polo enthusiast of the family and, like a tropical
and a svelte Romanian assistant in her twenties, he country squire, is always in the company of two enorsavors his ceviche and tequila while musing on the mous greyhounds. “It’s not just Argentina.”)
Chinese horoscope and making the occasional gnomic
The family doesn’t advertise, so owners of the vilstatement about life: “Coincidence is an appointment las—and even those who rent them—tend to be friends
that God makes but doesn’t sign” is one favorite. In of friends. “People have to fit into the Careyes philosothe warm tropical breeze, we chat about the prop- phy,” says Filippo. Before being allowed to purchase
erty’s ups and downs over the decades. “Something or build a residence, they must meet a list of 27 wry
protects Careyes,” Gian Franco declares. “Some spirit conditions more demanding than any Manhattan
or ancient god.” He gestures out to the offshore island, co-op, including “to live in the present every minute
which rises from the water like a Mayan pyramid. “We of the day”; “to be multilingual”; “to have cried for
like to think this island is the god that keeps us safe,” others”; and “to have committed most of the seven
Filippo explains. “You see the head and shoulders? It’s deadly sins.” (A list is helpfully provided.) Condition
our King Kong mountain.”
number 26 is a little more bluntly practical: “to find
The remote setting adds to the sense of being in a the financial means to acquire a home.” But money is
lost world. Careyes is surrounded by the Chamela- not the first consideration, the family stresses. “I was
Cuixmala Biosphere Reserve, a 32,000-acre wilderness approached by a developer who said he could give me
50 multimillionaires tomorrow,”
Filippo says. “I turned him down.
What do we want with people whose
first interest in life is money? We
want authentic people, people who
love nature, people who believe in
coincidence, not people who want to
talk about their new wristwatches.”
The Careyes logo—a slightly
bewildering question and exclamation point, written as “?!”—is meant
to capture the indefinable quality
of the project. “We kept coming
back to this simple form,” remarks
Filippo. “ ‘What is Careyes? It’s like
nowhere else!’ ” Certainly, the mix
of glamour and whimsy does leave
BRIGHT HORIZON The “deer’s eye” entrance to one of the pristine
Pacific beaches where the Brignones have banned further development.
one groping for comparisons. Some
have connected Careyes to a tradithat teems with wildlife, including 270 species of bird tion that began with Sacro Bosco, the Renaissance
and 70 species of mammal, two of which are the increas- fantasy garden set up in the 1550s in Italy. But at
ingly rare puma and jaguar. Few places in Mexico still times, listening to Gian Franco’s quasi-spiritual rhethave such a virginal air. Clusters of villas are linked by oric, it seems closer to the Utopian communities that
shaded roads, with turnoffs onto unpaved tracks lead- sprouted up in Latin America in the 19th century—but
ing to seemingly endless beaches and raw cliff faces. instead of religious exiles, lost Confederate soldiers
While driving one morning across a half-flooded road or political purists, it’s populated by extravagant artthrough mangroves, I spotted a crocodile spine twist- loving hedonists. As they say in Italian, it’s un mondo
ing through the waters. In the ocean, giant sea turtles a parte—a world apart.
cruise just below the surface, while the waves occasionally erupt with flying fish.
IAN FRANCO’S CREATION of Careyes
But it’s the man-made flourishes, in particular
is a parable for anyone pondering an
a host of whimsical sculptures, that add a touch of
extreme sea change. In 1968, he was a
magic—and occasional madness—to Careyes. There
successful 42-year-old entrepreneur
are hallucinogenic visions at every turn. In a beachside
living in Paris when the student riots
hut called the Cosmic Temple, one is surprised to find
and Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia
a meteorite fragment placed inside a spiral of stone. A convinced him that Europe was sliding into ruin. “I
circular “deer’s eye” hole in a wall marks the entrance didn’t want my family in the hands of bureaucrats
to one beach, as pristine as when the conquistadors and technocrats.” By chance, a relative, the Bolivian
sailed past. At the grandiose Castillo el Tigre del Mar, tin baron Antenor Patiño, invited him to visit Mexico.
a handmade ladder continues inexplicably above the Gian Franco could barely find it on a map, he says, but
roof, toward the sky. “The first part is for terrestrials when he arrived on the Pacific coast, where there was
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then a lone resort south of Puerto Vallarta called Las
Hadas, he was instantly enthralled.
At the time, Costa Careyes (named after the type
of turtle that nests there) had drifted along unconnected to the outside world for centuries. There were
no roads until the ’60s, and even then the area was
often cut off by flooding rivers. According to legend,
when the owner from Mexico City visited his small
cattle hacienda there in 1959, it was the first time anyone had checked the books in a century. It was a land
where “nobody was born and nobody died,” intones
one chronicler. “There were no cemeteries and no
doctors.” But the landscape that was useless for
agriculture was ideal as a tourist escape, with a mild
climate and water from rivers that ran Evian-clear.
Even though he didn’t speak Spanish, Gian Franco
found the prospect of creating an empire of art and
beauty in the middle of nowhere irresistible. “It was
love at first sight,” he recalled later. “Unconditional
love. No woman, no child has ever inspired such love.”
(His sons like to joke that they are his “second-generation family”; Costa Careyes is his first and most
beloved progeny.) For the first few years, Gian Franco
came on regular visits to stay in a simple beach house
as workers cut trails with machetes, occasionally
bringing his sons and two daughters. “It was every
kid’s dream,” Filippo recalls.
The path of true love did not run smooth. Gian
Franco initially planned to turn Careyes into a conventional resort area, along with Fiat heir Gianni
Agnelli, creating hotels and 6,000 condos. But Agnelli
pulled out without explanation. “I thought it was a
disaster, but it was a great stroke of luck,” Gian Franco
says. “Like so many things about Careyes!” Instead, he
leased some land to Club Med to pay for an access road
and water pumps, then opened his own small hotel
in 1972. The opening of this humble property sounds
like an Italian sitcom: The first guests arrived at 3 a.m.
after their plane was delayed eight hours. The two couples didn’t know one another but had to bunk together
in the same room. The beds had no sheets, because
the truck driver bringing them had gotten drunk and
passed out by the roadside. Still, the beautiful setting
made the visit a hit. Before long, European jet-setters
and haut-bohemians were arriving: aristocrats, starlets and financiers like Edmond de Rothschild, mostly

OUTER LIMITS The Careyes logo—?!—on the roof
of a building called Castillo el Tigre del Mar. The
ladder, topped with a bottle of tequila, is meant to
welcome extraterrestrials.

drawn from Gian Franco’s personal rolodex. “We
knew we were doing something right because even
the French weren’t complaining,” he jokes. American
luminaries such as the director John Huston, who had
shot The Night of the Iguana near Puerto Vallarta, also
came to stay; he declared Careyes “the best marriage
between Italy and Mexico.”
The success of the hotel allowed Gian Franco to
indulge his artistic side, starting with the imaginative
villas that would become a signature of Careyes. Their
unique style was established with his first house, Casa
Mi Ojo (My Eye House), designed in collaboration with
the Mexican architect Marco Aldaco. (Construction
was slow, explains Filippo, because workers kept
watching the topless girls at the Club Med below with
binoculars.) Casa Mi Ojo’s central thatch-roof hut is
supported by the trunks of jungle pines that have been
enveloped by amates, a tentacle-like root. The voluptuous stucco walls are given a subtle “elephant skin”
finish with a glow of Mediterranean
blue. A gleaming white terrace
commands the Pacific for sunset
cocktails, and an infinity pool wraps
vertiginously around a precipice. As
a final flourish, the villa is connected
to an island by an unnerving suspension bridge, the Bridge of Age, which
sways 230 feet above crashing rocks.
Overlooking the lavish ensemble
are two enormous eyes painted on
a wall, one of which is a window—a
playful reference to Gian Franco’s
loss of an eye in his twenties, the
result of a cataract. (Villagers like to
say it was a result of a construction
accident, as he wandered in a daze
around one of his building sites,
daydreaming about another exotic
WATER WORLD An infinity pool at one of the villas at Rincon de Careyes.
design flourish.)
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By the ’80s, the villas’ artistic potential had
caught the imagination of American fashion editors:
Christie Brinkley was photographed here by Patrick
Demarchelier; Cindy Crawford posed nude for Herb
Ritts; and Bruce Weber shot Calvin Klein Obsession
ads. Despite all the admiring publicity, there were
many hiccups. “We’ve had to adapt to situations
over the years we could never have imagined,” says
Giorgio, including Mexico’s economic twists and the
swine flu scare. “Ten times we’ve been in crisis but
carried on.” A happy-go-lucky attitude to life seems
to have helped. In one bizarre twist, even though this
coast is one of the safest places in Mexico today, Gian
Franco was kidnapped in 1988 and held in the mountains for six days. “They got the wrong guy!” says
Filippo, laughing. “It was a case of mistaken identity.”
Far more unsettling was a long-lasting feud
with the coast’s other powerful resident—a figure
as eccentric and larger than life, in his own way, as
Gian Franco—the British corporate raider Sir James
Goldsmith. The two began as friends, when Goldsmith
visited Careyes in 1976 and was also bewitched by the
landscape. (“It was love at first sight for Daddy,” recalls
Goldsmith’s daughter, Alix. “We rented Casa Mi Ojo,
which was wonderful, because Gian Franco was still
living in it at the time. He introduced us to everyone.”) Goldsmith returned regularly in his private 747
decorated in an Indian theme, sometimes renting a
number of villas for mistresses and children. (One of
his favorite adages was, “When you marry your lover,
a new vacancy is immediately created.”) The billionaire tried to make do with the remote setting. There
was only one telephone at Careyes at the time, so he
was forced to stand in line to make his financial deals.
Since everyone in line could overhear him, he bought
a village store for privacy.
The friendship went awry in 1987, when Goldsmith
bought land next to Careyes and began constructing a
domed mansion modeled on the Hagia Sophia mosque
in Istanbul. Gian Franco decided to build his own new
villa, Castillo el Tigre del Mar, just at the point where
Goldsmith would see it from his favorite window. “The
problem was five degrees of separation,” says Filippo.
“If Goldsmith’s architect had moved the window five
degrees, the fighting would never have begun.”
Relations worsened in 1992, when Goldsmith
became a late-life environmental crusader and set
aside massive stretches of his land to create the
Chamela-Cuixmala Biosphere Reserve, surrounding the Brignones’s property and limiting further
development. Conflict flared even after Goldsmith’s
death in 1997. In 2007, Alix and her husband, Goffredo
Marcaccini, who live on the Goldsmith estate,
attacked the Brignones’s plan to create a new marina
and resort near the Biosphere, claiming it would be
ruinous for the environment. After testy exchanges in
international and local media, plans for the new development were shelved.
“It’s just as well the marina failed,” Giorgio admits
now. “It probably wasn’t well thought-out.” Likewise,
the Brignones now regard the biosphere as a blessing that has saved the coastline from thoughtless
development. Alix Marcaccini, a cheery 50-year-old
with the air of an opera diva and an infectious laugh,
agrees that old tensions have dissipated. She now
lives in Cuixmala in a villa with a sweeping view of

her coconut plantation and the coast, which is dominated by the hulking La Loma, resembling a sun-filled
Xanadu. (It has, over the years, hosted Richard Nixon,
Henry Kissinger, Ronald and Nancy Reagan, Mick
Jagger, Madonna and Bill Gates, among others.) “It’s
crazy to be feuding, above all for our kids’ sake,” she
says. “We’re all trying to work together now.”
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HEN I ARRIVE at Careyes at the

end of the short rainy season,
I’m given a taste of how it must
have been in those mythic early
days. The flight from Mexico
City to Manzanillo by propeller
plane has only seven passengers, and the 90-minute
drive from the sleepy airport takes roads that are
crumbling from recent floods. The dusty villages en
route have a somnolent Sergio Leone feel. I arrive at
Careyes just as a power failure—these days a rare
event—blacks out the entire coast. The open-air restaurant at Playa Rosa has been hastily candlelit, and
the waiter shows me the handwritten blackboard
menu with a flashlight. “Look, we’re recreating the
experience of the 1970s for you!” says Filippo, laughing, when he arrives. “Actually, the menu hasn’t
even changed.”
I’m staying at a villa called Orion, complete with
ravishing ocean views and a staff of three who brings
me a steady supply of fresh mango, margaritas and
potent Mexican coffee. At night, the tiles of my infinity pool glow phosphorescent, mirroring the stars.
The expansive view, with its titanic cliffs and rocks,
evokes the craggy coast of Italy. “An American architect came here once and said, ‘Wait a minute! That
bay is like Portofino,’ ” says Filippo, pointing down
from the aerie. “ ‘The houses on that headland are like

HIGH LINE A rope bridge, 230 feet above the rocky
shore, connects Casa Mi Ojo to an uninhabited island.

Positano. Those are the towers of San Gimignano. And
all only three hours from Los Angeles! Why travel all
that way to Europe?’ ”
For the next couple of days, I explore this fanciful resort and outdoor gallery, visiting one surreal
installation after another, mostly conceived by Gian
Franco in the tradition of land art. Looming like a
spaceship over one fist of rock is the Copa del Sol
(Sun Cup), a 35-foot-high concrete goblet dotted

with diamond-shaped glass windows; its interior beaches. But fishermen began poaching the eggs to
has the acoustics of a Greek amphitheater, and visi- use in a popular aphrodisiac, mixed with lime, chile
tors can lie down and be hypnotized by the passing and tequila. Predators decimated the remaining surclouds. A mile away, a steep trail leads to man-made vivors, and by 1983, when the Turtle Preservation
caves with a stone pyramid at their heart. Every Center began at Careyes, only 11 turtles were laying
solstice, the sun sets behind the Copa and shoots their eggs in an entire year. Now, by keeping away
a beam of light through a window to the pyramid’s poachers and predators, the numbers have climbed
peak. Down by the beach, an abandoned house was back to 1,960 nesting turtles, with over 165,000
decorated with graffiti by the artist Kenny Scarf and hatchlings released in 2012. The pristine beaches, the
70 kids from local villages.
Brignones say, will be left intact. Lest it all sound too
In season, Careyes is a wildly
cosmopolitan place, with 42 nationalities living here. The son and
daughter of the Colombian artist Fernando Botero own villas, as
does the musician Seal. (He married Heidi Klum here, although they
have not returned since the divorce
proceedings.) Guests at various villas have included Giorgio Armani,
Francis Ford Coppola and Silvio
Berlusconi. Quentin Tarantino and
Uma Thurman shot the final scenes
from Kill Bill. (Tarantino hired two
local prostitutes to act in the film,
Filippo says. “They were very good,
but charged him a fortune.”) The
Brignones coyly decline to name
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN The Copa del Sol perched on a headland.
more recent celebrity visitors.
The interior has the acoustics of a Greek amphitheater.
(“They come here for privacy.”) But
as we drive around, Filippo casually
mentions German actors, Texan art collectors, L.A. saintly, they point out that they are still developers
film producers and a Mexican steel magnate building and plan to create new villas in the hills—although
a 25,000-square-feet villa in the area once leased by proceeding at a snail’s pace. “We are not in any hurry,”
Club Med.
Filippo tells me, as we motor along the coast in a small
Preserving Careyes’s dreamlike isolation is hard boat. “It might happen in 10 years or 20 or 50. We want
work, says Giorgio: “We’ve been left alone by the to make sure we do things right. I want my grandchilgovernment, which is both good and bad. We can dren to enjoy Careyes the way I do now.”
do whatever we want. But we had to create our own
Gian Franco’s four children are all involved in difinfrastructure, down to collecting garbage, cleaning ferent aspects of the operation. Planning ahead, he
highways, digging water wells, arranging security. So has even designed a family grave plot up on El Cerro
now we’re completely independent. We have no debt, Colorado, with coastal views. The sons recently
no partners, no problems with the government, in a drove Gian Franco up to have a look, and he got a little
country that is showing signs of increasing wealth. carsick on the way. “We said, at least we don’t have to
The challenge is to keep developing the land well.”
carry you back up here if you die now,” Filippo jokes,
To that end, in 2013 the family started the ?! “we can put you straight in the ground!” (Condition
Careyes Foundation to consolidate their environmen- of Careyes villa ownership number 14: “To think of
tal and philanthropic programs. The frontier villages death as a passage.” Condition 25: “To have a sense
that sprang up along the first dusty road in the ’60s of humor.”)
now make up a feisty but impoverished community of
Just when I think I can’t be any more surprised by
7,500 inhabitants. For the last 15 years, Careyes has Careyes, I visit the Castillo el Tigre del Mar, which is
funded a medical clinic with 24-hour emergency care reached via a bumpy track to a headland. Painted in
and two ambulances. The foundation is now expand- front of its grand infinity pool is a medieval labyrinth
ing into education, training teachers in creative math copied from the floors of Chartres Cathedral. In one
methods and a resident artist program that provides corner of the pool, miniscule live crabs are clustered
workshops for local kids. (In the summer of 2013, a on the white tiles like porcelain decorations. The
Mexican filmmaker worked on producing their short palatial villa is shaped like the prow of a ship with a
films.) A piazza-like art space, designed by daughter stairway carved into the rocky headland. As I careEmanuela, offers free musical performances and gal- fully creep down these narrow, slippery steps, bats
leries, with films projected at night—Cinema Paradiso swoop low over my head. I find myself in a sea cave,
style. There are pesticide-free farming projects and where a stone dining table is set, slippery with sea
plans to lobby for marine protection areas.
spray and topped with two rusted Gothic candelabras.
The foundation is also expanding its successful From the cavern’s ceiling hang glass sculptures like
turtle conservation program, which began at Careyes tear drops. I stand there, mesmerized and perplexed,
in the early ’80s. A century ago, legend holds, sea as the ocean roars in my ears.
turtles were so plentiful, their shells blackened the
At last, the Careyes logo—?!—makes perfect sense. •

